
Dead Money

Dead Money & Alive Moeny, Which is better?

Dead Money is the investment fund 
that is locked and can only withdraw 
after a certain time. For example, when 
you contribute your fund to EPF (Em-
ployee Provident Fund), this money is 
locked “dead”. You can’t touch it until 
age 55. There are more similar invest-
ment plan such as Private Retirement 
Scheme or Deferred Annuity.

Alive Money
Alive money is the money that you have 
full control of it. You have the flexibility to 
invest it in business, stocks or real estate. 
You are the decision maker on what to do 
with this money. The money is not locked 
in any type of permanent investment plan 
so you have the full flexibility to make 
good use of it.

“Dead money” can be good for majority of the population. This is because most people don’t have the 
discipline to delay gratification and save money first, then spend only in later years. People feel  that if 
their money is not put aside for saving and investment, it might be spent elsewhere. Soon the money 
that is not “dead” will be all gone.

The big challenge is that these “dead money” is not getting adequate return to make you rich. You might 
be attracted by the short term benefit in the form of immediate tax relief, and also the long term stable 
return of 4-7% a year. However, this kind of returns is not going to make you a multi-millionaire.

If you have better alternatives to grow your money, it is better to keep the money “alive” rather than 
being “dead” in EPF for 30 years. . If you can get 15-25% annual return from your stock investment, 
business or real estate holdings, it makes more sense to put your money at places where it can grow 
the fastest. 

Having your money “alive”, however, you need to be discipline on your spending. Do you have the 
mental strength to delay your spending? Can you make sure that you are going to invest this money for 
long term? If you doubt yourself, it might be a good idea to lock up 
your money.


